Abstract. This paper addresses the question of propositional attitude reports within Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT). In line with most SDRT discussions on attitudes reports, we argue that the reported attitude should be segmented in the same way as the rest of the discourse is. We identify several issues that are raised by the segmentation of attitude reports. First, the nature of some relations crossing the boundaries between main and embedded speech remains unclear. Moreover, such constructions are introducing a conflict between SDRT's Right Frontier Constraint (RFC) and well established facts about accessibility from factual to modal contexts. We propose two solutions for adapting discourse structure to overcome these conflicts. The first one introduces a new ingredient in the theory while the second one is more conservative and relies on continuation-style semantics for SDRT.
Introduction
From a semantic perspective, attitudes reports require to solve several notorious puzzles. Among these, are a lot of problems triggered by definites: Substitution of directly co-referential expressions is generally not allowed under the scope of an attitude verb and neither does existential generalization(see the shortest spy problem raised by [8] ). Closely related to those are effects of attitudes verbs on discourse referents availability. For instance factive epistemic verbs like 'to know' allow referents introduced under their scope to be then referred from outside their scope, while non factive like 'to believe' do not. These two issues are related to context which has naturally led to several accounts involving dynamic semantics such as [1, 9] .
From the modeling text coherence perspective, we need to understand how reporting someone's propositional attitude interacts with the overall discourse structure. The dynamic framework of Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT) [3] allows to address both perspectives simultaneously by looking at the interaction between discourse structure and anaphoric phenomena. However there is in SDRT no semantic contribution for attitudes report that is as precise as the ones cited above and formulated within Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) [7] . Since SDRT builds over a lower-level formalism (DRT), and enriches it by adding rhetorical relations, one may wonder whether DRT-style accounts could be straightforwardly embedded in SDRT. One condition for this is that SDRT keeps the benefits of the work done in the chosen low-level logic, and uses its ability to handle discourse relation to model a more accurate interface between semantics and pragmatics. 3 We want to address then the question of how does SDRT's treatment of embedded speech acts keeps up with such a consideration.
We attach a particular attention to examples in the spirit of 1 for they involve irruption of the factive context into the modal context at the discourse level. We think that such anaphoric links are not fully modelled by the current analyses of attitude reports in SDRT. Distinguishing between Intentional/Evidential uses of reportative verbs still do not allow them in some intensional cases while DRT based approaches would very likely allow event correference from an embedded DRS to the main DRS. Example 1. The criminal parked his car somewhere near the airport. So detectives think that afterwards he tried to get into a plane.
After briefly introducing SDRT in section 2, we argue in section 3 for segmentation of reported constructions. Section 4 deals with relations that links a reported speech act to a factual one. It shows that the discursive structure of intensional reports is closed to incoming relations, but still can bear anaphoric links to the context. On this basis it exhibits a family of relations for which RFC makes bad predictions. Section 5 presents two ways of restoring the right accessibility conditions while still benefiting from SDRT specificities.
Segmented Discourse Representation Structures
SDRT assumes that to analyze discourse one has to segment into meaningful units that shall be linked to each other by means of discourse relations. Each segment is called an elementary discourse unit (edu). The level of segmentation is merely the clause level (where a clause can be understood as something containing an event or a state) 4 . Each discourse unit is assigned a label (πi,...πn) in the language of SDRSs and a corresponding formula in a given language for representation of atomic clauses (K1,...,Kn) 5 . These labels will serve as arguments of rhetorical relations, like narration(πi, πj) or explanation(πi, πj). Additional labels are associated with complex structured content made of rhetorical relations and other subordinated labels. Such labels with complex content will be called complex discourse units and recursively used as argument of other relations. A SDRS is a triple A, F, Last where A is a set of labels (A), F a function mapping labels to contents (either lower-level language such as DRS or discourse relations in case of complex constituents) and Last the information of the last segment introduced. (See [3] :p.138 for the precise definition).
SDRT makes a structural distinction between coordinating and subordinating relations. The former, like narration, confer an equal status to their two arguments. The latter introduce a hierarchy between the related constituents. Such a distinction allows to define the so-called Right Frontier constraint. The Right Frontier is the set of labels RF = {π | π ≺ * Last} where ≺ * is the transitive closure of the dominance relation ≺ defined by π ≺ α iff α is a complex consitutent which immediately outscopes π or there is subordinating edge R(α, π) in some constituent γ. The Right Frontier Constraint stipulates that labels accessible for discourse continuation are those of the Right Frontier, while the ones accessible for correference have to be DRS-accessible on the right frontier.
For instance, the structure of [John visited his friend]a. [Then he went to the cinema] b . [He watched Pirates of the Caribbean]c is narration(πa, elaboration(π b , πc)) elaboration is a subordinating and narration a coordinating relation, therefore the right frontier is {π b , πc} and the discourse could not be felicitously continued by They talked for a long time which intends to attach to a. The truth conditional content of an SDRS, as in DRT, is expressed in terms of context-change potential (i.e relation between world-assignment pairs), and is recursively computed using the semantic constraints associated with each rhetorical relation, finally relying on the lower-level logical forms.
In this framework, we now move to the discourse structure of attitude and speech reports.
Segmentation and treatment of the matrix clause
There are at least two reasons for capturing the interaction between attitudes or speech reports and discourse structure. First, we need to account for discourse phenomena both inside the reports and across their boundaries. Then the treatment of intentional and evidential uses of attitude reports in the way of [6] also require segmentation.
About the first point, example 2 is not felicitous, because the pronoun 'it' cannot easily refer to the salmon in the given context. Such a behaviour is predicted by RFC. Therefore, even if the semantics of attitudes generally involves quantification over intensions or contents, and thus erases to some extent the structure of the logical form of the original speech act, the discourse structure of the report is needed anyway to build the logical form of the speech report. On the other hand, in example 3 the reported speech introduces a narration between two events while the non-reported discourse asserts a causal relation (result) between the two same events. The contrast introduced by but is however coherent, partially because it is supported by the isomorphic structures of the reported speech and the non-reported one. SDRT treatment of contrast as a scalar relation, following [2, 3] provides such an analysis, assuming that the structure of the embedded speech is accessible.
Example 3. John says that he left after Mary did but he left because she did.
About the segmentation of the matrix, we may consider the matrix clause as nothing more than a kind of logical operator 6 . However, that would be inaccurate since the matrix clause can be fairly sophisticated. It generally includes a communication event or a mental state that can be modified by adverbs or prepositional phrases and therefore would be difficult to model as simple logical operator. Since removing the matrix-clause from the discourse representation is not an option neither segmenting attitude reports forces us to deal with this matrix-clause segment.
[6] addresses several issues raised by such a treatment of reported speech. The approach consists in segmenting apart matrix clause and reported speech and in identifying the relation between these elements themselves but also their relations with the surrounding context. It distinguishes between two uses of reportative verbs, namely evidential where the embedded content is asserted by the main speaker and intensional where the content of the report is not asserted by the main speaker. In evidential uses, the matrix clause is subordinated to the embedded content by a veridical evidence relation. 7 In intensional uses, the embedded content is subordinated to the matrix via a relation of attribution which is non-veridical. Such a distinction makes very profitable the separation of the matrix clause and the reported speech, accounting for cases like 4. As [6] argues, we can see in the first example above that c is asserted by the speaker since d is carrying an anaphoric link to the hotel eventhough it has first been introduced under the scope of the attitude 8 . On the contrary, in 4.2, the author disagree with what is reported, and the existence of the hotel is not ensured anywhere outside the scope of the attitude. Therefore The hotel shall not be referred to later in the discourse. [6] also argues that the compositional semantics of both the reported speech and the matrix clause do not change from an intensional to an evidential report. And the matrix clause can neither be deleted without loss of compositional content in the one nor the other case. But the way the two parts of speech are related can change. Fu rthermore, since the two first sentences are the same in both examples, the decision of choosing the one or the other might only be a matter of context, as such it is essentially information packaging, and in SDRT, this level is kept aside from the logic of information content.
Following this analysis, in the first example, d will be related to c by a veridical relation of narration, forcing the evidential reading. So c will be related to b with the veridical Evidence(c, b) and to a with a veridical relation of explanation. In the second example however, continuation e is attached to the whole report with a contrast and yields an intensional reading (attaching e to the embedded clause only would entails that John said something incoherent, which is less likely the intended meaning) and b is related to c using the non-veridical attribution(b, c). The two different type of structures are sketched below. (Left column is evidential, right one is intensional. We also give some of the semantics conditions associated with the two relations involved).
Where ∼ may be understood as an equivalence relation between SDRS contents. How this content and ∼ are defined actually remains an open question. Basically content could be understood as the context change potential. However, blocking substitution of logically equivalent expressions under the scope of an attitude verb may require some amount of structure being kept in the notion of content( [1] ).
Relations across boundaries
As [5] remarks, the picture becomes more complicated when relations comes to cross the boundaries of an embedded speech act such as in 5. Afterwards introduces a veridical relation of narration. If we invoke the evidential/intensional distinction and assume an evidential reading, this example does not pose any problem since the discourse producer (DP ) is thought to assert the content πc and thus can use a veridical relation for relating it to the context. However, with an intensional reading the speaker does not claim narration(πa, πc) since he does not assert the content of πc. But he still can commit to Jane committing to such a relation. To solve this problem, [5] set up a new paradigm for discourse analysis that examines reported relations against several sources. For instance, 5 will be analyzed as follows:
The discourse producer is certain of the main eventuallity ea in a but he does not know anything about the one in c. Jane is attributed to be certain about the main eventuality in c, and, after the source of the narration is identified to being Jane, the picture is completed with the statements of Jane being certain of ea too, as well as ea and ec being in a temporal sequence. Semantically speaking, such examples require some further discussion. First, we cannot always identify a source for a relation. Consider a two level deep embedding as in 6. Asserting narration Fred's wife (πa, π d ) in this case would make us unable to distinguish between 6 and the same without b. With 6 the writer does not commit to Fred's wife committing that he will go to Pau. Besides, interpreting narrationJ (πa, πc) ∧ attribution(π b , πc) requires some precisions that the framework does not provide. To this end, we may switch to a dialogical framework in which each individual would receive its own SDRS. However, reducing reported speech and other voicing effects to dialogue is not what we want to do (especially if we want to be able to account for 6). Another way to provide an interpretation would be to use [10] semantics, R(a, b) : ,b) ) where C is a commitment relation and R a veridical relation. But once again the structure is misleading, and with this account, the narration producer must be understood as being Jane, which is strange since even when being reported, its producer remains the main producer. And we would end up with a fomulla entailing C(Jane, φ narration(πa,π b ) ) instead of something like C(W, C(Jane, φ narration(πa,π b ) )) that would be needed to account for example 6 with this semantics. Our conclusion thus is that the problem originates from the structure which does not model the right scope of attribution which should includes the narration relation. This can be done in SDRT by introducing a complex segment for representing the embedded content 9 :
Equation 1 is actually missing a non-embedded left-veridical coherence relation between πa and another segment. As it stands our structure semantics does not imply that the main discourse producer claims the content of a. However, more generally there must be some relation (R) introduced by the main producer and that links πa with the speech act of reporting Jane's claim (at least with an intensional reading). Attribution being subordinating in the intensional case, R cannot be coordinating without the RFC being violated in 5. So it seems that R should be a subordinating like background. However cases like 7 are source of problems. All these examples involve an intensional attitude report and in all of them, lexical markers mark either a narration or a result between the first segment and the matrix clause of the report. Finally, they also all seem to support anaphoric links between the reported content and the first segment. Both result and narration are thought to be coordinating relations. So even if we use the subordinating background between πa and π b in 5, we cannot account for these links without violating RFC.
Examples in 7 thus allow us to see that the Intensional/Evidential treatment comes with the side effect of sometimes preventing from linking to the previous discourse. But they are very specific in the sense that they enforce an explicit rhetorical link from the previous discourse on the two level (the main discourse, and the embedded one) at the same time. The problem may however be more general if these links may as well be implicit. There is at least one plausible reading for the second example involving a coordinating relation between a and b which fits very well an implicit explanation between a and c. The explosion actually made John think of a plausible explanation, which is that they are dangerous chemicals in the usine, and that these chemicals may have cause the explosion. Finally, the last example requires implicit explanation relations to make a better sense of the con trast relation that links b and c. The beliefs of John and Sam are fully compatible, unless what John and Sam respectively said is explanation(a, c) and explanation(a, e), in which case they are not.
All together, this threatens to make SDRT better understanding of anaphoric links in attitude reports only come at the price of some wrong predictions in some intensional cases.
Restoring accessibility
We have shown that SDRT damages more standard but essentially correct accounts of anaphoric links going between modal and factual contexts. An account of attitude reports in DRT for instance, would not have this behaviour. Examples like 7 would introduce reference to events in the main DRS from the modal context, which is permitted. We would like such a behaviour, but with SDRT treatment of accessibility still applying inside the reported speech. To this end, we could drop the attribution relation, falling back to a DRT like treatment. The structure of one of our problematic report in SDRT would thus be sketched by R coord (πa, πatt) with F(πatt) = Kπ b ∧A(x, φ)∧φ ∼ˆπc. This structure allows referents in πc to attach or refer to elements in πa. 10 This builds on intensional report being " closed" discursive structures. We showed in section 4 that a relation cannot really penetrate the report from the factual context without (a "copy" of) its left argument and itself being embedded under the attitude. Moreover, attachment to the matrix clause and attachment to a complex segment made of both the matrix clause and the report are semantically and dynamically equivalent. This allows us to abstract the complete speech act of reporting under a complex segment πatt. This approach however requires to adapt the language for inferring the relations because the intensional and evidential cases are now asymmetric. One has to state that the content of a segment πmat in the evidential case is equal to a part of the content of the abstracted complex segment πatt in the intensional case.
That is why we propose below a more conservative approach that makes use of continuation-syle semantics [4] . Continuation style semantics represents a discourse as a λ−abstraction of type Γ = γ → ((γ → l → t) → l → t) where γ is the type of input contexts. A discourse thus asks for (i) an input context i of type γ containing the effects of processing the previous discourse; (ii) a continuation o of type γ → l → t representing the discourse to come and; (iii) a label π, the label of the SDRS representing the whole discourse.
To represent chunks of an SDRS, a language is used where every n−ary becomes an n + 1-ary predicate, the extra argument stands for the label that hosts the predicate: A label π with F(π) = R(π1, π2) will be represented as ∃π1∃π2∃πR(π1, π2, π).
We will assume that the context contains a structural representation of the SDRS for the previous discourse such that the following functions may be defined:
(1) sel l : γ → l that selects a label for attachment. (2) ν : γ → l → γ that performs the SDRT update operation on the context [3] , defined in terms of SDRT's language for inferring relations. Given a label π, it basically picks up a relation and two other labels π1, π2 in the context and add the relation R(π1, π, π2) to the context.
Finally, we will use the following version of the binder rule to join a discourse and a sentence:
The main idea, is to refine [6] proposal of a lexical entry for attitude reports using continuation-style semantics to overcome the right-frontier problems. Since evidential and intensional readings only differ by the way the matrix clause and the embedded content are related, one simple solution is to postpone attachment of the matrix clause until the embedded content has been dealt with and all attachment to previous context have been done. But it must be performed before the following discourse is processed in order to still benefit from the intensional/evidential distinction. This might be done by modifying the continuation of the report in such a way that it proceeds to the attachment of the matrix clause before applying the real continuation.
Let us assume an attitude α in a discourse "x α that φ" and that syntax delivers us a parse leading to α(x, φ). We add the lexical entry given in 2 for an attitude verbe α, with A a modal operator corresponding to attitude α. We assume for a a lexical entry like:
λioπ ∃x train(x, π) ∧ Late(x, π) ∧ o ν(i, π)
.
In this entry the update operation ν(i) will deliver a context i ′ containing the structure πa | F (πa) = [x | train(x) ∧ late(x)], and maybe a relation linking πa to the previous context. Assuming the lexical entry for Thus is thus = λioπs s i (λi
We end up with the following entry for the embeded content c:
λioπ∃y, z ∧ T he P assengers(y, π) ∧ Be Ref unded(y, π)
The lexical entry for to announce (our α here) will be given the company as its first argument and the interpretation of c as its second. Which should yield after beta reduction:
λioπmatt∃ φA(The company, φ, πmatt) ∧ ∃πs φ ∼ πs When composing with a , this entry will receive the context i ′ containing the structure πa | F (πa) = [x | train(x) ∧ late(x)], unmodified, as input context and thus be able to select πa as first argument for the result relation without RFC violation. Importantly, successive call to the ν function will perform the intensional/evidential choice and choose a relation to link the report to the preceding discourse before processing the continuation.
Conclusion
Segmenting discourse structure cannot be avoided, but as we have shown, the discourse structure of segmented reports is not straightforward. We have thus given a more precise picture of what it should be and why. It remains to give a precise semantics to those reports, and especially to decide what is the contentˆπ of a SDRS and what amount of structure it carries.
